ULTIMATE LASER COMBAT (ULC) provides as much fun and action as a $2000
laser tag systems, at a fraction of the cost. Its unique shocking design provides a mild
shock with each kill shot, adding an entirely new variable and thrill to the game.
CONTAINS: 10 X HAND HELD LASER GUNS: 8 for use at one time, 2 for warranty spares. All guns may be
used, warranty coverage provided by spares. No other warranty given.
EACH GUN REQUIRES 3 x AAA batteries (30 total per system). (Not included; to be provided by USER).
WARNING: ULC gun emits an electric shock and is not to be used by anyone suffering heart problems.
Shock may interfere with electrical devices such as pacemakers. ULC is a novelty item and not intended
for use as a toy or by persons under the age of 14. DO NOT DROP GUNS; DAMAGE AT USER'S EXPENSE.
TO INSERT/REPLACE BATTERIES: Previously installed batteries may function throughout your event.
Replace batteries when functionality decreases. Unscrew the battery cover on the side of the gun and
insert batteries observing the polarity guide. Replace the battery cover and ensure it is securely screwed
in place before use. If leaking batteries come in contact with skin or eyes, wash and/or rinse well.
TO USE: Switch ON the ON/OFF switch at the rear of the gun. Aim all guns at each other and hold down
the RESET button until all guns are flashing. The guns are now active and ready to play.
TO SCORE: To score a hit against another player, aim your laser gun at the sensor on the front of their gun
and fire. If you hit them, they will receive and electric shock through the handle of their gun. The guns are
accurate up to 25-feet.
TO RELOAD: Once activated, your gun has ONLY 5 SHOTS. Aim carefully! After firing 5 times your gun will
fail to work. To reload, slide the reload mechanism to top of the gun backwards and let go. This will reload
your gun with 5 more shots. WARNING: Once you let go of the reload slide you must WAIT 5 SECONDS
before you can shoot again, so take cover!
GAME OVER: When you have been hit three times the lights on your gun will go out and your gun will
disable. You are out of the game.
RESTARTING A NEW GAME: To restart a new game, press and hold the RESET button for three seconds.
ENDING PLAY: When you have finished play (and do not intent to play again), switch the ON/OFF switch
on all guns to OFF.

